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To Paris,
with love

L ate autumn can do funny
things to what should be an
otherwise normal collection
of days arranged in orderly
fashion. Monday 9

November started on a high note with a
dinner for a group of Canadian clients
and colleagues in Toronto all feeling
excitement about the new Trudeau
government. Tuesday included a visit
to my alma mater to discuss the future
of media with the journalism school
and a flight to Montreal to connect to a
flight to Zürich. Wednesday and
Thursday were disrupted by a visit to
the doctor and the Lufthansa strike.

Thankfully there was compensation
in the form of a long, luxurious dinner
with my friends Johan and Louise and
an early return to London. And, after a
week on the road, it was good to be
back in the office with a lightly stacked
diary. I was looking forward to an
annual dinner hosted by a major
Japanese corporation.

I zipped home quickly to put on
something more corporate for the
evening’s event and managed to swing
through the revolving doors of
Claridge’s just in time. After two hours
of briefings on the state of world
affairs, prospects for the price of oil,
security risks, advertising and
marketing trends, we broke for a brief
champagne reception while the room
was rearranged for dinner.

Back at the table the talk with my
dinner partners (one an academic,
another a government policy adviser)
turned to the impact of terror on
tourism and future flashpoints. As the
discussion criss-crossed the world, it

eventually came back to Europe and
we settled on London. The policy
adviser talked about the realities of the
refugee crisis and the burden it would
cause both socially and economically,
the academic argued that such flows of
humanity always had a good outcome
and there wasn’t much to worry about.

Our plates cleared, the policy adviser
brought up issues of national security
and expressed a concern about how the
UK was “only just managing to keep a
lid on things” and that the scale and
cost of terrorism prevention in the UK
was enormous but necessary and
worth it given the impact an incident
would have on everything from the

national psyche to brand reputation to
the economy.

Just before 22.00 we said our
goodbyes to our hosts and made for the
lifts. As everyone had been very
obedient with their phones, no one had
seen the bulletins about the attacks
that had just hit Paris. In the car, I first
instructed the driver to take me home
but as I read more reports about what
was unfolding I requested a diversion
to the office where our main evening
radio programme was just going on air.

Inside the control room screens
flashed with multiple tickers and in the
studio the presenter was talking to our

correspondent in Paris about what he
knew. (He later explained that there
were so many things happening at the
same point that it was hard to verify if
people had the facts right and weren’t
mixing up addresses and restaurants.)

I joined my colleagues in the studio
for a brief discussion and went to the
editorial floor to watch the different TV
screens transmitting the same story.

The following day I received an email
from a reader scolding us for not
pulling a story from our daily bulletin
about Paris Photo, an exhibition
subsequently closed by French
authorities in light of the attacks. The
gentleman felt it was in poor taste to
promote a cultural event given the
unfolding story.

I discussed it with Andrew, our
editor, and concluded that deleting
such stories (particularly exhibitions
about freedom of expression) plays
into the hands of terrorists and we
should be doing everything in our
power to ensure that readers have
access to such forums. Perhaps not
surprisingly, I’ve received a number of
letters over the past week from people
asking whether or not they should go to
Paris or Hamburg or Rome. My
response is that they should and they
must. The French economy needs the
euros of business travellers and tourists
as its medical system has the enormous
task of having to care for the hundreds
who’ve sustained gunshot wounds and
to look after those left behind.

Tyler Brûlé is editor-in-chief of
Monocle magazine; tyler.brule@ft.com
More columns at ft.com/brule

The French economy needs
the euros of travellers and
tourists. Its medical system
has an enormous task

Edvard and Bergit Bjelland grew up
with their parents on a small farm in
a remote part of south-west Norway.
The family kept horses, cows, pigs,
hens and about 100 sheep. Edvard
never left the farmhouse, a listed
building dating back to the 1800s,
becoming the fourth generation of his
family to own the farm; his sister lived
in a new house she had built a stone’s
throw away. Both lived alone.

Elin Høyland, a photographer who

captures the lives of people living in
complete isolation, met Edvard soon
after his sister had died in 2011. By then,
Edvard had sold most of the livestock
and was renting out some of the land.
Following Bergit’s death, he also started
taking care of her house.

Brother | Sister (Dewi Lewis
Publishing; £30) is a new book of
Høyland’s photography documenting
Edvard’s life on the farm and his
maintenance of his sister’s home.

SNAPSHOT

T he smoky vocals,
portentous minor chords
and salutation stir
memories. As if glimpsing
a half-forgotten flame

in a beautiful stranger’s face, you think,
“I’ve been here before”, without being
quite sure when. And then there’s the
videos: both show an artist pouring
nostalgic angst into a chunky handset.
A case of inspiration or homage,
surely? Close enough to sue? Probably
not, although her label must have been
relieved that the senior artist
contented himself with an ironic tweet:
“HELLO @adele is it me you’re looking
for . . . #hello.” Well, @LionelRichie,
you old smoothie, it certainly seems so.

Adele’s bluesy ballad “Hello” is, all
metrics concur, a hit. As I write, it has
been viewed 371m times on YouTube.
But success is relative so I asked
Tubular Labs, a video intelligence
company based in California, to send
me some data. The song was released
on October 23, one of 891 videos added
to the online music channel Vevo that
week. Each of those videos has, on
average, just 1,564 views. It is fortunate
that musicians are, as a species, fairly
innumerate; if they knew the risk of
oblivion, they’d all take up plumbing now.

The same could also be said of
authors, visual artists and architects.
Nearly all of our carefully crafted
works are destined to disappear swiftly
without trace; only self-delusion
persuades us otherwise. But spare a
thought for the publishers and record
labels who buy and sell the stuff
knowing they’ll lose money on most of
it: can science help them?

The easiest way to produce a hit is to
imitate earlier ones. That’s why A&R
executives observe the charts, note the
songs that do well, and search out more
of the same. It’s a job a computer can
now do better than any human: it’s just
a matter of unleashing algorithms on the
pop corpus, training them to tell the hits
from the flops, and acting on the result.
But, the A&R man retorts, predicting
statistical success is one thing, picking a
future superstar quite another, and only
a human can do that. Really?

In 2006 a trio of Columbia University
computational sociologists set up a

website with a collection of songs by
unknown artists. They persuaded more
than 14,000 youngsters to listen to,
rate and download the songs in a vast
experiment. In one treatment the
listeners could see what their peers
were downloading, in the other they
could not. Peer influence, the
researchers found, caused the hits to
become unpredictable — and also
magnified the difference between
success and failure. Salganick, Dodds
and Watts’ results suggest that, in a
world ruled by the souped-up peer
influence of social media, superstars
are made largely by chance. K-pop
rapper Psy proved their point in 2012 as
the madness of crowds earned a billion

YouTube views for “Gangnam Style”.
To tame the tyranny of chance, the

big music streamers have turned to
mining social networks. Three of them
— Apple, Spotify and Pandora — have
bought analytics groups founded by
engineers from Imperial College
London, MIT and Northwestern
University. The next generation A&R
executive will want not only good gut
instincts but a PhD in data science, too.

Only nine other songs have reached
a billion views on YouTube since
“Gangnam Style”; if you have children,
you probably know them all. Will
“Hello” make it? Tubular’s data
show that Adele has escaped the
indeterminacy trap: her song has the
explosive launch followed by gradual
de-acceleration characteristic of songs
by stars who have enjoyed fame and
a marketing push. I applied a growth
model: it may be foolhardy but I
predict that “Hello” will asymptote at
900m views around June 2016, but, no,
don’t email me if I’m wrong.

The limitation, I think, is that
“Hello” wears out its welcome fast:
I ran Adele’s song on repeat until I
could stand it no more. Just five plays,
29 minutes of aesthetically diminishing
returns, stripped it to its lachrymose
essence. You will say that no song and
no human being deserves to be treated
so. Maybe. But songs, like lovers, need
staying power; and sometimes it’s no
sooner “Hello” than goodbye.

Armand Marie Leroi is Professor of
Evolutionary Developmental Biology at
Imperial College London, where he heads
the Social and Cultural Analytics lab

Record labels buy and sell
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Is it a hit you’re
looking for?
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